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3Introduction

WHO BROKE INTO the jewelry store? Unfortunately, the thief 
didn’t leave a card at the scene of the crime with a name and 
contact info. But maybe he or she left something behind that will 
be just as helpful: DNA evidence.

"ere are many di#erent kinds of clues that come into play in a 
criminal investigation: evidence from eyewitnesses, security-camera 
video, and fingerprints, to name just a few. But sometimes those things 
are unreliable, or inconclusive, or simply not available. When that’s the 
case, the detective might turn to a tool that’s expensive but often more 
useful: DNA identification. 

But what exactly is DNA, and how can it solve crimes?

DNA STANDS FOR A WORD so long that even scientists don’t bother 
pronouncing it: deoxyribonucleic acid. 

In the center of almost every cell in our bodies, there’s a piece of 
DNA, designed to give the body instructions. In human DNA, those 
instructions say things like: “Create two legs, two arms, two eyes, and one 
nose.” In a lemur’s DNA, there are blueprints for a long, striped tail. A 
rainbow trout’s DNA includes a recipe for iridescent scales.

All the instructions to create a person are written in a code about  
3 billion units long. And the entire thing has to fit inside the center of a cell. 

BASICSBLOCKBUILDING
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Which seems impossible! How can so much information be squeezed into 
such a tiny space? 

Well, each DNA molecule is shaped like a spring. Imagine a toy 
Slinky. If you stretch it out, it might be taller than you are. But when you 
let it go, it’s smaller than your hand. DNA molecules are like microscopic 
Slinkies. "ey’re twisted so tightly that they can fit inside your cells. But 
if you took all those spring shapes from your body, joined them, and 
stretched them, they’d reach to the moon and back . . . six thousand 
times!

Our DNA molecules are actually double springs, connected by rungs, 
so that they can carry even more information. "ey’re shaped a lot like 
spiral staircases. "e twisting “handrails” are made of sugar (deoxyribose) 
and phosphate. "e “stairs” are made of four chemical bases called nucleo-
tides: adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine. "ose chemical names are 
a mouthful, so everyone calls them by their initials: A, G, C, and T. 

Each person’s DNA is unique. Yours might make your eyes blue 
instead of brown. Other pieces might give you extra-fast reflexes, or 
strange and wiggly ears. It all depends on your own particular code.
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YOUR DNA and the DNA of your best friend are remarkably similar. In 
fact, they’re 99.9 percent the same. "at explains why you both have 
hair on the top of your head, two eyebrows, two eyes, one nose, 
and a mouth. But unless you’re identical twins, your DNA also 
has a few pretty obvious di#erences. You each have 3 billion 
units of code, after all. So even if only 0.1 percent is di#erent, 
that’s still 3 million units. It’s as if each human on earth has a 
unique barcode.

Parts of the DNA code repeat over and over again, in a 
pattern. Scientists can look at the patterns and tell which people 
are related to one another. "e repeating patterns of family members, 
who share a lot of the same DNA, are similar, while those of strangers are 
usually quite di#erent. 

How does this help in a criminal investigation? Well, if crime scene 
investigators can find even a few cells—in a drop of spit, a single hair, or a 
smear of blood, for example—they can send the evidence to a lab, where 
researchers look at the repeating patterns. "ey enter those patterns 

into a computer and compare them to the DNA patterns of a 
suspect. It’s like using a high-tech fingerprint to identify a 

criminal.
Sometimes, evidence hides in unusual places. 

Detectives have found DNA on the handles of base-
ball bats, the licked surfaces of postage stamps, the 

tips of toothpicks, and the rims of drinking glasses.

DNA
FINGERPRINTS
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FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS, humans have understood that traits are 
passed down through families. Ancient farmers bred their biggest, stron-
gest animals to create big, strong o#spring. "ey knew that by planting 
the kernels of the tallest, healthiest corn, they were likely to get better 
crops the following year. And they recognized that two parents with big 
noses were more likely to have a big-nosed kid.

But they didn’t know why this was true. 

SUPER
SLEUTH

1 
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Ancient philosophers took their best guesses: 

• SEEDS More than two thousand years ago, a guy named Hippocrates
suggested that both men and women produced tiny seeds, which
joined to create babies.

• GUTS "e Greek philosopher Aristotle said women provided the
blood and guts of babies, but men gave them their shape.

• SPIRIT In China, early doctors believed that both mother and father
contributed a sort of life energy to create a baby.

"ere was no way to prove or disprove any of these ideas until the
1600s, when microscopes were invented. Finally, doctors and scientists 
could see individual cells. "ey discovered the egg cells of women and the 
sperm cells of men. And they thought that maybe—just maybe—these 
cells helped make babies.

So, did they conclude that sperm and egg united, each providing 
genetic material to the new creature?

No. "ey spent the next two hundred years arguing. One group of 
scientists said that the sperm was responsible for a baby’s creation, while 
others insisted that it was the egg.

It seems a bit silly now, but there were good reasons for all this 
confusion. Sometimes babies looked exactly like their fathers. Sometimes 
they looked like their mothers. Sometimes people passed crooked ears or 
funny chins on to their children, and sometimes they didn’t. Sometimes 
a baby was born with disabilities that didn’t seem to come from its father 
or mother. "e evidence was a mess!

Fortunately, in the mid-1700s, two men took some important steps 
toward understanding it all:

• In England, a sheep breeder named Robert Bakewell set out to
turn a better profit from barnyard animals. He bred not simply for
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strong and healthy animals, but also for those with specific traits 
that would be valuable in the marketplace. Eventually, he produced 
sheep with long and shiny wool, meaty bodies, and no sharp horns. 

• In France, a mathematician named Pierre Louis Maupertuis traced
members of a Berlin family born with extra fingers. Sometimes the
trait seemed to be passed from the father, and sometimes from the
mother. So Maupertuis suggested that both parents contributed
“hereditary particles” to their babies.

Today, the conclusions of these men
seem obvious. But that’s because 
we’ve all grown up with the 
idea that we inherit Mom’s 
eyes, Dad’s nose, and 
Grandma’s temper. In the 
1700s, these were signifi-
cant steps toward under-
standing genetics.

A SOFT, WOOLLY

MEATBALL? 

IS THAT ALL I AM

TO YOU PEOPLE?!
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BY THE 1800s, people understood that diseases and disorders were 
sometimes passed on along family lines. "e most obvious example 
in Europe was a condition often called “the royal disease.” It was 
hemophilia, a disorder in which blood doesn’t clot properly. People with 
hemophilia bruise easily and can bleed to death if they’re cut or badly 
bumped. And while females carry the disease, it’s usually males who show 
symptoms. 

In Europe, it was several royal males. 
Queen Victoria had unknowingly passed hemophilia to some of her 

children, who then passed it to their children. Because the princes and 
princesses of England married other nobles, the disease spread through 
the royal families of England, Spain, Germany, and Russia, wreaking havoc 
along the way. One of Queen Victoria’s sons, two grandsons, and six 
great-grandsons died of the disorder.

People didn’t understand exactly how the disease was transmitted, 
but they knew it passed from parent to child. 

Spanish royalty from the House of Habsburg had no trouble 
recognizing a family member in a portrait. Because their 
intermarrying led to DNA trouble, family members 
inherited the very prominent “Habsburg jaw”. 
The jaw of King Charles II was so large, his 
top and bottom teeth didn’t meet. He had 
serious chewing and speaking problems.

BAD
BLOOD
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IDEAS ABOUT HEREDITY began to grow more specific when a young 
naturalist named Charles Darwin hitched a ride on a boat bound for 
South America. In 1831, the Beagle set sail from England. It would take 
Charles to the Amazon rainforest, the cli#s of Argentina, and eventually 
along the equator to the Galápagos Islands, about 970 kilometers  
(600 miles) west of Ecuador. 

Formed by volcanoes rising from the sea, these islands were so far 
from land that the plants and animals there developed di#erently from 
their mainland counterparts. Over thousands of years, they became 
entirely unique. "e islands themselves—eighteen main ones, and several 
smaller outcroppings—were separated by deep channels that few animals 
could cross. Charles learned that locals could tell from which island a 
tortoise came just by looking at the pattern on its shell. 

ISLAND HOPPING
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Excited by the variety of unusual creatures, Charles began collect-
ing specimens. He took fish, snails, birds, reptiles, and bugs, labeling them 
and packing them for transport. By the time he headed back to England 
in 1836, he had 1,750 pages of notes and more than five thousand biolog-
ical bits, from feathers to bones. He had everything he needed to—even-
tually—figure out why and how certain genetic traits were passed along 
family lines. 

HOW COULD ONE MAN EXAMINE five thousand samples? "ere was no 
way Charles Darwin could get through all that work alone. So he bundled 
up some of his specimens and sent them o# to other experts.

Among his collections were several birds—some with small beaks 
and some with sharp ones, some found in trees and some found on the 

BIRDS OF A

FEATHER
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ground. He guessed that these 
specimens included blackbirds, 

grosbeaks, and finches. "ey weren’t the 
most interesting or the most beautiful of his crea-

tures, so Charles sent them to a bird expert to study.
When the expert wrote back to Charles, he said, 

thanks for all these birds, but they’re not really as di#erent 
as you said they were. "ey’re all various species of finch.

What? All the birds turned out to be members of the same 
feathered club! How could they look so di#erent if they all had 

common ancestors? Suddenly, Charles had an idea. Maybe he’d collected 
each bird from a separate island. Maybe the finches that lived in di#erent 
environments had specific traits, the same way the tortoises from di#er-
ent islands had unique shells.

Soon, Charles came up with some theo-
ries about how animals evolved to suit their 
environments. But he wasn’t yet ready to share 
his ideas with the world. 

Instead, he bought himself a whole lot of 
pigeons. He joined pigeon clubs and built a 
pigeon house and wrote to pigeon experts. 
Why? Well, partly because he fell in love 

with the amazing varia-
tions in the pigeon 
world. But also 
because he wanted 
to prove that the 

main breeds had 
all descended 

from the plain old 

DID YA HEAR THAT?

I’M AMAZING!
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rock pigeon. He showed that by breeding some birds for color, farmers 
had produced one species; by breeding them for size, they’d produced 
another. And so on, and so on.

Charles started with the knowledge that birds inherited traits from 
their parents and could pass those traits to their o#spring. He then 
connected that idea to his Galápagos research. In the wild, creatures 
with certain traits were more likely to survive in a specific environment. 
A finch with a large beak, for example, might be better at cracking nuts. 
If nuts were the main source of food on an island, then that finch would 
grow stronger and healthier, have more babies than weaker finches, and 
pass on its strong beak. Eventually, strong-beaked finches could take over 
an island. 

When he published his book On the Origin of Species in 1859, Charles 
gave this idea a name: natural selection. Stronger creatures lived longer 
and passed on their traits more often.

But he worried that this might not be easily understood, so he 
borrowed another phrase from a fellow scientist, Herbert Spencer: 
survival of the fittest. "e creatures with traits that best “fit” their environ-
ments were the strongest. "ey survived, and passed on their useful traits 
to the next generation, while others died out.

In all of his research, Charles was exploring genetics. But he still 
didn’t know why traits were sometimes inherited and sometimes not. 
And where in the body did instructions for a trait live? How, exactly, did a 
creature pass on a characteristic to its young? For answers to those ques-
tions, the world would have to wait. 

Today, the Galápagos Islands are part of a national park 
in Ecuador. To help protect the creatures there, the 
government allows only a limited number of visitors.




